FILLING TECHNOLOGY
With over 25 years of experience and more than 700 machines running all over the world, Galdi has become a leader in engineering and manufacturing filling machines for gable-top cartons with a special focus on filling techniques for fresh and ESL dairy products and fruit juice. Galdi operates worldwide and collaborates with packaging multinationals and global players on the lookout for the best solutions to optimize its products and meet customer needs.
WHAT GALDI OFFERS

• Extremely accurate filling machines designed to the highest quality standards
• A wide range of output capacities and configurations
• Tailor-made solutions
• Efficient pre and after sales support.

MISSION: Galdi offers high added value solutions for the packaging and filling of milk - dairy and fruit juice products. We’re focused on total quality and always have customer satisfaction in mind.
The RG Series includes machines designed for filling liquid food such as fresh and ESL milk-based products and fruit juice into gable-top cartons. The main benefits provided by Galdi’s RG Series are:

- Extremely flexible, accurate, user-friendly management
- A wide range of options and output capacities
- Designed to the latest standards of technology, ergonomic and safe operation
- Fully customizable according to product characteristics and package configurations
- Easy to clean and designed with high sanitary standards (35% peroxide disinfection of cartons in the Ultra-Clean version).
The YR Series consists of compact rotary filling machines conceived for filling viscous and semi-viscous products (set and stirred yogurt, desserts, spreadable cheese) into pre-formed plastic cups. The main benefits provided by Galdi’s YR machines are:

- Good output capacity/footprint ratio
- Filling system adjustable to product characteristics and filling volumes
- Available in the Ultra-Clean configuration to maximize product integrity
- Quick changeover to different cup sizes and products to enable prompt reaction to fast changing market requirements.
Pre-Production Services allow you to switch to profitable production as quickly as possible. Pre-Production Services include:

**Installation Supervision:** Galdi’s service engineer will support you with unpacking and positioning, supervise connection to utilities and assemble mechanical parts.

**Production Start-up Support:** Galdi’s service engineer will carry out all the mechanical and electrical function checks including the filling and packaging quality tests in order to promptly assure optimal workflow production.

**Commissioning:** This includes validating the general functionality of the machine. Galdi’s service engineer will certify that the filling machine fulfills all operational requirements, that it is suitable for the safe packaging of products and ready to start commercial production.
Maintain productivity ratios and boost the efficiency of your equipment with the support of Galdi’s expertise.

**PMP:** The preventive maintenance practice helps you improve and support system performance and reduce the risks of unexpected breakdowns and related costs.

**SPARE PARTS:** Galdi’s spare parts store meets your spare parts requirements regarding the machines currently in production, as well as parts subject to wear on older models up to ten years after the relevant machines have been discontinued.

**UPGRADES:** New implementations responding to the need to keep your fillers steadily up to date and working at their full potential.
Specific educational and training programmes are developed to allow operators to fully understand the potential of Galdi fillers. Galdi’s experienced staff will show you how to achieve maximum expertise in guaranteeing high-performing systems and provide the necessary knowledge and skills in tailored training programmes.

OPERATOR TRAINING: This training will help you to consolidate your knowledge of ordinary duties including production start-up, cleaning, and packaging tests.

MAINTENANCE TRAINING: The aim of this training is to implement the know-how necessary to ensure safe and efficient machine maintenance. This will help you reduce maintenance costs and production breakdowns and improve performances.

GALDI ACADEMY: Tailored educational programme designed to potentiate your knowledge of Galdi’s technical and management aspects through specific workshops and practice sessions.
For further information contact us directly!

GALDI Srl
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